Introduction
Groups in this paper are finite p-groups. Notation and terminology are consistent with that in [1, 5, 6] . For a positive integer t, we use G ∈ A t to denote that G is a non-abelian p-group and the maximal index of minimal non-abelian subgroups of G is p t−1 . So A 1 -groups just mean the minimal non-abelian p-groups. In [3] , Y. Berkovich proposed the following Problem 239: Classify the p-groups containing an A 1 -subgroup of index p.
This problem may be divided into two parts: Part 1. Classify the finite p-groups with at least two A 1 -subgroups of index p; Part 2. Classify the finite p-groups with a unique A 1 -subgroup of index p.
In [6] and [7] , we solved Part 2 for p > 2 and p = 2 respectively. In [1] and [5] , we solved Part 1 for d(G) = 3. So, for problem 239, it remains the groups of Part 1 with d(G) = 2. For such groups, we can prove that c(G) ≤ 3, G/Φ(G ′ )G 3 ∈ A 1 and Φ(G ′ )G 3 ≤ C 2 p (Lemma 2.2). Hence G is a central extension of an elementary abelian p-group by an A 1 -group. If G/Φ(G ′ )G 3 is metacyclic, then, by [4, Theorem 2.3] , G is metacyclic and hence G ′ ∼ = C 2 p . Furthermore, by [2, Lemma J(i)], G is an A 2 -group. Hence we only need to deal with the case that G/Φ(G ′ )G 3 is non-metacyclic. By [8] , G/Φ(G ′ )G 3 is isomorphic to M p (n, m, 1) := a, b, c a p n = b p m = c p = 1, [a, b] = c, [c, a] = [c, b] = 1 where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. In this case, it is independently interesting to classify the groups satisfying the following property:
p , Φ(G ′ )G 3 ≤ Z(G) and G/Φ(G ′ )G 3 ∼ = M p (n, m, 1). In this paper, we classify the groups satisfying Property P. As a direct application, we solve Part 1 of problem 239 for d(G) = 2, and completely solve problem 239 together with [1, 5, 6, 7] .
By the way, we also look into some properties for those groups with Property P. For the case Φ(G ′ )G 3 = C p , we give the minimal and the maximal index of A 1 -subgroups. For the case Φ(G ′ )G 3 = C 2 p , we pick up the groups having an A 1 -subgroup of index p and A 3 -groups respectively. These results are useful in the classification of A 3 -groups [10] .
Preliminaries
In this paper, p is always a prime. We use F p to denote the finite field containing p elements. F * p is the multiplicative group of F p . (F * p ) 2 = {a 2 a ∈ F * p } is a subgroup of F * p . F 2 p = (F * p ) 2 ∪ {0}. For a finite non-abelian p-group G, we use p I min and p Imax to denote the minimal index and the maximal index of A 1 -subgroups of G respectively. For a square matrix A, |A| denotes the determinant of A. We need the following lemmas. The following matrices form a transversal for the congruence classes of invertible matrices of order 2 over F 2 .
(1) 1 0 0 1 , Notice that w(G) will be changed if we change the generators a, b. We also call a, b a set of characteristic generators of w(G). In this paper, w(G) is always a characteristic matrix of G, and a, b is always a set of characteristic generators of w(G). 
, where p > 2 and n ≥ m ≥ 2. Let two characteristic matrices of G andḠ be w(G) = (w ij ) and w(Ḡ) = (w ij ) respectively. Then G ∼ =Ḡ Proof Suppose that a, b andā,b are two set of characteristic generators of w(G) and w(Ḡ) respectively. Let θ be an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. We have Φ(Ḡ) θ = Φ(G) and Ω m (Ḡ) θ = Ω m (G) since these four groups are characteristic in G orḠ. So we may letā θ = a
is an invertible matrix over F p . By calculations,
Transformingcw 11 p =ā p n by θ, we have c |X|w 11 p = a x 11 p n b x 12 p n . Hence over F p such that Equation 3.3 and 3.6, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to check that the map θ :ā → a x 11 b x 12 ,b → a x 21 p n−m b x 22 is an isomorphism fromḠ onto G.
If p = 2, m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, then we also have Equation 3.3 and 3.6. If p = 2, m = 1 and n ≥ 3, then b 2 ∈ Z(G). It follows that 1 = [a,
That is, w 22 = 1. In this case, we may letb θ = a x 21 2 n−1 bc x 23 . By calculations, Therefore we have the following theorem. In addition, if m = 1, then w 22 = 1.
where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Then G is one of the following non-isomorphic groups:
It follows that n ≥ 2. If n = 2, then |G| = 2 5 . By checking the list of groups of order 2 5 , we get the groups of Type (A1)-(A3). In the following, we may assume that n ≥ 3. Suppose that G andḠ are two groups described in the theorem. By Theorem 3. 
Hence we get the groups of Type (B1)-(B3).
In this case, |G| = 2 6 . By checking the list of groups of order 2 6 , we get the groups of Type (C1)-(C5).
Case 3: n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n = m ≥ 2. Suppose that G andḠ are two groups described in the theorem. 
If w(G) is invertible, then, letting X = diag(1, |w(G)|)(w(G)) −1 , we have w(Ḡ) = diag(1, |w(G)|). Hence we get the group of Type (D1) where t = |w(G)|. By Equation 3.7, |w(Ḡ)| = |w(G)|. Hence different t give non-isomorphic groups.
If w(G) = 0, then G is the group of Type (D5). In the following, we assume that w(G) is of rank 1.
By suitably choosing X such that |X| = 1, that is, using some row operations, we can simplify w(G) to be w 11 w 12 0 0 where (w 11 , w 12 ) = (0, 0). Let w(Ḡ) and w(G) be such matrices. Then, by Equation 3.7, it is easy to check that G ∼ =Ḡ if and only if there exists X = diag(x 11 , x 22 ), an invertible matrix over F p , such that w(Ḡ) = Xw(G)diag(|X| −1 , 1). By Table 3 .1, we get the groups of (D2)-(D4). It is 4 The case
Suppose that G is a finite p-group with
where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Let
Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that
Since a p n ∈ G 3 , we may assume that a p n = z w 11 . By similar reasons, we may assume that
Notice that w(G) will be changed if we change the generators a, b. We also call a, b a set of characteristic generators of w(G).
, where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Then the following conclusion hold:
, then, without loss of generality, we may assume that [c, a] = 1. In this case, b, ca p is an A 1 -subgroup of index p 2 . To sum up, I min = 2. Proof Suppose that a, b andā,b are two set of characteristic generators of w(G) and w(Ḡ) respectively. Let θ be an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. We have Φ(Ḡ) θ = Φ(G) and Ω m (Ḡ) θ = Ω m (G) since these four groups are characteristic in G orḠ. So we may letā
Letz θ = z λ . Then λ = 0. Transformingzw 11 =ā p n by θ, we have z λw 11 = a x 11 p n b x 12 p n . Hence , an invertible matrix over F p , and λ ∈ F * p such that
w 11 w 21 and
That is, (w 12 , w 22 ) = (1, 0). In this case, we may letb θ = a x 21 2 n−1 bc 
, where n ≥ 3. Let two characteristic matrices of G andḠ be w(G) = (w ij ) and w(Ḡ) = (w ij ) respectively. Then G ∼ =Ḡ if and only if there exists
, where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Then G is one of the following non-isomorphic groups: (F) one of 3-groups of maximal class of order ) and λ = 1, we havew 11 = 1. Hence we get the group of Type (G3). It is easy to check that a group of Type (G2) is not isomorphic to that of Type (G3). Table 4 .1, 5 The case
Then, without loss of generality, we may assume that G = a, b, c where [
then, without loss of generality, we may assume that [c, a] = 1. In this case, the type of
The type of
Without loss of generality, we may assume that [a, c] = 1 and
we may assume that a p n = c w 11 p x w 12 . By a similar reason, we may assume that b p m = c w 21 p x w 22 . Let w(G) = (w ij ). Then we get a 2 × 2 matrix over F p . w(G) is called a characteristic matrix of G. Notice that w(G) will be changed if we change the generators a, b. We also call a, b a set of characteristic generators of w(G).
Then the following conclusions hold:
( Conversely, if (i) or (ii) holds and n = m = 2, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to see I max = 2. ( (1) or (2) holds and n = m = 2, then, by using the above argument, it is easy see I max = 2.
, and the type of .5, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to check that the map θ :ā → a x 11 ,b → a x 21 p n−m b x 22 is an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. , 1) where n ≥ m, and the type of (p n , p m−1 , p) . Then G is one of the following non-isomorphic groups: 
, where n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n ≥ m ≥ 2.
. It follows that Φ(G ′ ) ≤ G 3 , a contradiction. Hence m ≥ 2. If p = n = m = 2, then |G| = 2 7 . By checking the list of groups of order 2 7 , we get the groups of Type (K1)-(K10). In the following, we may assume that n ≥ 3 for p = 2.
Suppose that G andḠ are two groups described in the theorem. By Theorem 5. w(G) is called a characteristic matrix of G. Notice that w(G) will be changed if we change the generators a, b. We also call a, b a set of characteristic generators of w(G). Theorem 5.6. Suppose that G is a finite 2-group such that (1) or (2) holds and m = 2, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to see I max = 2.
The type of
C G (G ′ )/Φ(G ′ )G 3 is (p n−1 , p m , p) If n = m, then the type of C G (G ′ )/Φ(G ′ )G 3 is also (p n , p m−1 , p).
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that p is an odd prime, G is a finite p-group such that
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that G andḠ are finite p-groups such that Proof Suppose that a, b andā,b are two set of characteristic generators of w(G) and w(Ḡ) respectively. Let θ be an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. We have Φ(Ḡ) θ = Φ(G),
where φ 1 ∈ Φ(G), φ 2 ∈ Φ(G) ∩ Ω m (G) and x 11 x 22 ∈ F * p . By calculation, we havē .11, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to check that the map θ :ā → a x 11 ,b → a x 21 p n−m b x 22 is an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. , 1) where n > m, and the type of
one of the following non-isomorphic groups:
Hence m ≥ 2. Suppose that G andḠ are two groups described in the theorem. By Table 5 .2, we get the groups of Type (M1)-(M9). , 1) , where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Let
Since a p n ∈ G 3 , we may assume that a p n = x w 11 y w 12 . By similar reasons, we may assume that b p m = x w 21 y w 22 and c p = x w 31 y w 32 .
Let w(G) = w 11 w 12 w 21 w 22 and v(G) = w 31 w 32 . Then we get two matrices over F p .
w(G) is called a characteristic matrix of G, and v(G) is called a characteristic vector of G. Notice that w(G) and v(G) will be changed if we change the generators a, b. We also call a, b a set of characteristic generators of w(G) and v(G).
Then the following conclusions hold:
( ( Conversely, if w 11 = w 22 = w 12 + w 21 = 0, then, by using above argument, N ∈ A 2 and M i ∈ A 2 . Hence I min = 1. 
Conversely, if (w 12 + w 21 ) 2 − 4w 11 w 22 ∈ F 2 p , then, by using the above argument, N ∈ A 1 and M i ∈ A 1 . Hence I max = 2. First of all, A is the unique abelian maximal subgroup of N j . Since w 11 = 0, B r ∈ A 1 . Since [ca tp , a j ba sp ] = x −1 y t+j and (a j ba sp ) p 2 = x jw 11 +w 21 y jw 12 +w 22 and (ca tp ) p = x tw 11 y tw 12 +1 , C st ∈ A 1 if and only if the following equation set about j and t has no solution.
jw 12 + w 22 = −(j + t)(jw 11 + w 21 ) (6.1.1)
Adding up (6.1.1) and (6.1.2), we have w 11 (j + t) 2 + (w 12 + w 21 )(j + t) + w 22 + 1 = 0 (6.1.3)
If Equation (6.1.3) about j + t has no solution, then (w 12 + w 21 ) 2 − 4w 11 (w 22 + 1) is a quadratic non-residue modular p. Hence (i) holds.
If Equation (6.1.3) about j + t has a unique solution, then (w 12 + w 21 ) 2 − 4w 11 (w 22 + 1) = 0. In this case, C st ∈ A 1 if and only if Equation (6.1.2) about t has no solution. If Equation (6.1.3) has two solutions, then there exists a solution such that w 11 (j + t) + w 12 = 0. It follows that Equation set (6.1) has a solution, and hence there exists j, t such that C st ∈ A 1 .
Conversely, if (i) or (ii) holds, then, by using the above argument, it is easy to see that Equation set (6.1) has no solution. Hence C st ∈ A 1 and I max = 2. is an invertible matrix over F p . By calculations, we havē , by using the above argument, it is easy to check that the map θ :ā → a x 11 b x 12 ,b → a x 21 p n−m b x 22 is an isomorphism fromḠ onto G. That is, v(G) = 1 0 . In this case, we may letb θ = a x 21 2 n−1 bc x 23 . By calculations, , 1) , where n > 1 for p = 2 and n ≥ m. Then G is one of the following non-isomorphic groups:
, where n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n ≥ 2 for p = 3, ν = 1 or a fixed quadratic non-residue modular p;
where n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n ≥ 2, ν = 1 or a fixed quadratic non-residue modular p, s ∈ F * p , t = 0, 1, . . . ,
n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n ≥ 2, ν = 1 or a fixed quadratic non-residue modular p, t = 0, 1, . . . ,
n ≥ 3 for p = 2 and n ≥ 2, s = 2, 3, . . . , p − 1; then |G| = 3 5 . By checking the list of groups of order 3 5 , we get the groups of Type (O1)-(O7). In the following, we may assume that n > 1 for p = 3 and n > 2 for p = 2. . Then Y v(G) = 0 1 .
In the following, we assume that G andḠ be two groups described in the theorem with If p = n = 2 and m = 1, then |G| = 2 6 . By checking the list of groups of order 2 6 , we get the groups of Type (R1)-(R7). In the following, we may assume that n ≥ 3 for p = 2. By suitably choosing y 21 and y 12 , that is, using an elementary operation and an elementary column operation, we can simplify w(G) to be such a matrix, in which every column and every row have at most one non-zero entry. In the following, we assume that both w(G) = (w ij ) and w(Ḡ) = (w ij ) are such matrices. It is easy to check that It is easy to check that different types give non-isomorphic groups. Hence we get the groups of Type (T1)-(T7). By suitably choosing y 21 and y 12 , that is, using an elementary operation and an column operation, we can simplify w(G) to be such a matrix, in which every column and every row have at most one non-zero entry. In the following, we assume that both w(G) = (w ij ) and w(Ḡ) = (w ij ) are such matrices. It is easy to check that Table 6 .2, we get the groups of Type (V1)-(V7). 7 The application of the classification Before applying the above results, we want to ensure that the classification is accurate. A useful check is to compare determination of the groups whose order is as small as
